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THE EXTRATROPICAL TRANSITION OF TROPICAL STORM OPHELIA (2005):
SUMMARY OF FORECASTS AND METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
*

Chris Fogarty
Canadian Hurricane Centre
1. STORM HISTORY
Hurricane Ophelia formed from a tropical
depression that developed over the northwestern
Bahamas on 06 September 2005 (see Fig. 1). Ophelia
first attained hurricane status with winds near 65 knots
on 08 September east of Cape Canaveral, Florida.
After stalling there, the storm weakened back to tropical
storm strength, and then moved to the north where it
regained hurricane status (maximum sustained winds
-1
(MSW) near 75 knots (38.6 m s )) with a minimum sea
level pressure (MSLP) of 977 hPa on 10 September.
Ophelia then weakened while stalled well south of Cape
Hatteras. On 13 September the storm began to move
toward the South Carolina coast, away from the cool
water it had upwelled, and regained hurricane strength
once again. The hurricane moved slowly toward the
north, then northeast, paralleling the outer banks of
North Carolina on 14 and 15 September with MSW
-1
reaching 80 knots (41.2 m s ) and a MSLP of 979 hPa.

Figure 1. Storm track for Hurricane Ophelia from National
Hurricane Center and Canadian Hurricane Center bulletins.
Sea surface temperature analysis from the National
Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service at
http://www.class.noaa.gov/nsaa/products/welcome (contoured
every 2oC) valid at 00/16 is also shown.
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On 16 September, Ophelia weakened to a tropical
storm and began accelerating toward the northnortheast.
During this time, the early stages of
extratropical transition (ET) were beginning to take
place as dry air began wrapping into the storm
circulation from the west. The storm continued to
accelerate toward the northeast on 17 September while
the deep cloud pattern became heavily sheared toward
the northeast by upper-level winds. The MSW dropped
-1
to 45 knots (23.2 m s ) as it tracked not far south of
western Nova Scotia. The storm made landfall near
Sheet Harbor, Nova Scotia near 06 UTC 18 September
(hereafter 06/18) by which time it was declared an
extratropical (post-tropical) storm. The remnant low
pressure area crossed eastern Newfoundland on 18
September.
2. SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS
Figure 2 shows a composite of satellite images
from late on 16 September as Ophelia was beginning to
undergo ET.
Conventional GOES-12 infrared and
visible images, shown in panels a and b, reveal a front
or “cloud tail” forming to the south of the storm. Passive
microwave imagery from the Special Sensor
Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) instrument, shown in panels
c and d, indicate that the deep, rain-producing
convection had shifted toward the northeast sector of
the storm. The red colors of Fig. 2d denote the heavy
precipitation area while shallower cloud/moisture shows
up as green tones. A more complete explanation of the
microwave imagery and how to interpret it is available at
the Naval Research Laboratory tropical cyclone page at
http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/tc_pages/tc_home.html.

Figure 2.
Multisensor satellite imagery from the Naval
Research Laboratory tropical cyclone webpage from 2145/16
and 2255/16. The location of the surface center of TS Ophelia
is indicated with a white X in panel d.
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A research aircraft was also investigating Tropical
Storm Ophelia near the time valid in the satellite
images. Data from dropsondes showed that dry air was
wrapping around the storm center from the west,
encircling ¾ of the storm core. This was also apparent
in land-based radar at 18/16 shown in Fig. 3. The radar
and satellite signatures became much more “ragged” by
21/16, a sign that the storm was weakening. More
information and analyses from the dropsondes will be
presented in the following section.

Figure 3. WSI NOWRAD radar reflectivity valid at 18/16.

Analyses of sea level pressure and 500-hPa
geopotential heights and vorticity valid at 00/17 are
shown in Fig. 4. Images are from the DIFAX archive of
weather charts at the Canadian Meteorological Centre
(CMC). In Fig. 4a, a baroclinic wave and associated low
pressure area were situated over western Pennsylvania,
while a 500-hPa trough was migrating eastward across
the Great Lakes (Fig. 4b). A general northeastward flow
was seen in the vicinity of Ophelia, which was
responsible for moving the storm in a direction toward
Nova Scotia.
The low level circulation of Ophelia had become
completely exposed by the morning of 17 September
when the storm was passing to the southeast of Cape
Cod. Satellite imagery from GOES and the SSM/I in
Fig. 5 show the sheared cloud pattern.
Deep
convection and precipitation was confined to the northnortheast of the low-level center, which can be
discerned from the curvature in low-level cloud bands in
Fig. 5d (green tones). Throughout the day, the shear
appeared to become more westerly. For instance, the
skewness
of
deep
convection
had
rotated
anticyclonically to the east-northeast of the low level
center. This is consistent with the storm moving faster
than the shortwave trough over the Great Lakes and
beginning to move into the more zonal flow pattern

Figure 4.
Surface synoptic weather plot (conventional
notation) with sea level pressure analysis (a), and 500-hPa
geopotential height and vorticity analysis (b), valid at 00/17.
Analyses are taken from the Canadian Meteorological Centre
DIFAX chart archives.

Figure 5.
Multisensor satellite imagery from the Naval
Research Laboratory tropical cyclone webpage from 1215/17
and 1340/17. The location of the surface center of TS Ophelia
is indicated with a white X in panel d.

By 00/18, Ophelia had almost completed transition
to an extratropical low. Analyses of sea level pressure
and 500-hPa geopotential heights and vorticity from
CMC valid at 00/18 are shown in Fig. 6. The center of
Ophelia was moving south of Nova Scotia at that time,
with a quasi-stationary warm front situated northeast of
the storm’s circulation (Fig. 6a) where heavy rain had
been falling throughout much of the day on 17
September. At the time of aircraft of observations (1722 UTC) and based on the 500-hPa analysis, the
circulation center of Ophelia had no longer existed at
that level. The top of the storm had essentially been
blown off. Also, the storm moved out ahead of the 500hPa shortwave trough as shown in Fig. 6b, leading to a
more eastward track.

tight pressure pattern of the tropical storm had
broadened, and thus had undergone ET.

Figure 7. Sea level pressure trace (hPa) versus local time at a
private weather station located near where Ophelia made
landfall.

3. RESEARCH AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS
Two ET research flights into Tropical Storm Ophelia
were conducted by the Hurricane Research Division
(HRD) in Miami in collaboration with the Meteorological
Service of Canada using a P3 research aircraft. Several
GPS dropsondes were deployed in the vicinity of the
storm and its environment during the missions. The first
mission was flown on 16 September and the second on
17 September while Ophelia was approaching Nova
Scotia. More information on these flights can be found
at:
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/hrd/Storm_pages/ophelia200
5/mission.html.
As noted in the previous section, signs of ET were
evident in satellite imagery and dropsonde profiles on
16 September. A cross section of relative humidity
along a southwest-to-northeast transect through the
storm center is shown in Fig. 8. Although the cruising
altitude of the aircraft was quite low, there is a hint of tilt
toward the north in the humidity pattern below ~700 mb.
Drier air can also be seen intruding into the low levels
on the north side of the core, consistent with the warparound of dry air suggested in the coastal radar (Fig. 3)
reflectivity pattern at 18/16. The cross section was
constructed from 5 sondes launched between 1713
UTC and 1850 UTC.
Figure 6.
Surface synoptic weather plot (conventional
notation) with sea level pressure analysis (a), and 500-hPa
geopotential height and vorticity analysis (b), valid at 00/18.
Analyses are taken from the Canadian Meteorological Centre
DIFAX chart archives.

The center of post-tropical storm Ophelia arrived at
the coast on the eastern mainland of Nova Scotia and
moved very near a private weather station operated by
a gentleman in the Country Harbor area of
Guysborough County. Figure 7 shows a sea level
pressure trace from that station, showing the gradual fall
and rise of pressure. This is evidence that the once

Figure 8. Cross section (southwest to northeast) of relative
humidity (every 5%) from dropsonde data between 1713/16
and 1850/16. Dropsonde locations are shown by numbers (2
through 6) in the plot.

A highly asymmetric wind field with considerable
boundary layer wind speed shear was observed on the
second day of flights. In addition, the aircraft did not
observe a circulation at 500 hPa. A dropsonde profile of
wind speed and direction located ~200 km eastsoutheast of the storm’s surface center is shown in Fig.
-1
9. Hurricane force winds (33 m s / 64 knots) were
observed at 200 m above the ocean surface, while
-1
winds were much less (18.5 m s / 36 knots) at the
surface (12 m). This shear was comparable to that
observed during Hurricane Michael (Abraham et al.
2004). Had Ophelia tracked over land, these winds
could have been possible at the surface in the form of
wind gusts. This may seem surprising for a 997-hPa
low, but forecasters should be aware of the likelihood of
these strong winds above the boundary layer in
transitioning tropical systems, particularly over cool sea
surface temperatures where wind shear becomes
enhanced. In October 2001, Tropical Storm Karen
made landfall over western Nova Scotia as a 998-hPa
storm, but maximum coastal wind gusts reached 100
-1
km/h (54 knots / 28 m s ) east of the center in Halifax
Harbor. Winds near hurricane force were observed by
aircraft near the top of the boundary layer (Fogarty et al.
2002).

some aircraft data were being assimilated into the
model, and since the storm had passed close to the
coastal buoy network off Cape Hatteras, more data from
the storm region was available for improving the model
initial conditions than is normally the case. Therefore,
the GEM model appeared to be resolving the storm
circulation reasonably well during its forecast cycles,
however, it over-predicted Ophelia’s intensity and
tracked it too far to the north across Nova Scotia.
Track predictions issued at 12/16 from various
sources are displayed in Fig. 10, showing the storm
tracking over or near Nova Scotia. This plot is courtesy
of Dr. Krishnamurti at Florida State University (Williford
et al. 2003).
These models predicted maximum
sustained winds between 45 and 55 knots at the 36-HR
mark. The Global Forecast System (GFS) model turned
out to have one of the best tracks for any of the
numerical models for this event.

Figure 9. Vertical wind speed and direction profile from a
dropsonde located 200 km east-southeast of the storm center
at 1718/17.

4. SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL MODEL FORECASTS
Various numerical forecast model results are
available to forecasters at the Canadian Hurricane
Centre (CHC). Forecasters have access to track and
intensity forecasts from models run at various agencies
around the world which are available on the internet.
The primary numerical guidance in Canada is the
Canadian Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM)
model. Generally speaking, the GEM model does not
predict tropical cyclones very well, primarily due to the
scarcity of storm observations necessary to provide
good initial conditions for the model. During Ophelia,

Figure 10. Track forecasts with initial time 12/16 from various
numerical models including the official National Hurricane
Center (NHC) forecast and the Florida State Superensemble
(FSU).

The operational CHC forecast (discussed in more
detail in the following section) followed a scenario that
would bring the remnants of Ophelia across Nova Scotia
(worst case scenario).
This situation was being
predicted by the GEM model, but did not materialize.
The failed forecasts lead to many questions following
the event.

Several forecasters were somewhat surprised by
the
degree
to
which
the
storm
became
sheared/decoupled. Upon closer inspection of the
output from the GEM model, it was no surprise that the
storm became sheared apart. For instance, the 24-HR
GEM forecast valid at 00/18 depicted the intrusion of dry
air into the storm circulation by stronger winds above
700 hPa (Fig. 11a). This pattern compares with the
cross section of relative humidity from dropsonde data
(Fig. 11b). The cross sections were taken along a 350km line from northwest to southeast, not far ahead of
the storm.

between analyzed sea level pressure from the CMC
global analysis and the 24-HR GEM forecast is shown in
Fig. 12. The model predicted lower than observed
pressures northwest of the storm and higher than
observed pressures to the southeast.
This could
explain why the model track had a northwestward
tendency. The 500-hPa winds from the CMC analysis
valid at 00/18 (which are a good representation of
steering flow) had a stronger eastward component than
forecast by the model, as shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 12. Difference in sea level pressure between analysis
and 24-HR GEM forecast (analysis minus forecast) valid at
00/18. Negative values are outlined with dotted contours
(every 1 hPa).

Figure 11. Cross-sections showing vertical moisture structure
ahead of Tropical Storm Ophelia on 16 September: (a) dew
point depressions (every 1oC) from the 24-HR GEM forecast,
and (b) relative humidity (every 5%) from dropsonde data. Low
relative humidity correlates with large dew point depressions.
The location of the dropsondes are shown with numbers and
vertical lines in panel b. The center of the storm is near the
middle of the cross-sections.

Although the model represented the sheared
moisture pattern reasonably well, there were some
fundamental differences in the “mass fields” compared
with data at the surface and aloft. The difference

Figure 13. Plot of 500-hPa winds from the CMC analysis (bold
barbs) and 24-HR GEM forecast (thin barbs) valid at 00/18.
The observed surface position of Ophelia is denoted with a
black X.

The GEM model has been noted for tracking tropical
type systems too far to the west in the past (personal
experience). This happened during the ET of Wilma in

late October, 2005, and during Hurricane Michael in
October, 2000 (Abraham et al. 2004, Fogarty 2002).
Further study is needed to determine the source of this
bias.

2.

Refrain from discussing details of impacts until the
situation becomes clearer. For example, mention
was made of the possibility of tree branches
breaking and power outages. The media had
blown this out of proportion by occasionally
mentioning “trees blowing down” and “widespread
power outages”. A lot of this is unfortunately
outside the forecaster’s control.

3.

Only initiate tropical-type warnings for high-end
tropical storms and hurricanes that are not
expected to be well into the ET phase. This is,
however, a very difficult and inherently subjective
decision. When tropical-type warnings or watches
are issued, media interest increases markedly.

4.

Begin downplaying the storm as soon as data
indicate a less threatening scenario. Quick action
was taken during the ET of Wilma in October 2005
once it became clear that it would track well south
of inland regions of Eastern Canada. It is important
to react quickly, because there will be a lapse in
time before the changes get relayed to the public.

5. SUMMARY OF CANADIAN HURRICANE CENTRE
FORECASTS
As with most extratropically-transitioning tropical
storms in this region, the CHC had a challenging task
forecasting Ophelia. This was complicated by the fact
that the storm was approaching Nova Scotia at an
oblique angle (see track in Fig. 1). The Centre erred on
the side of caution with regard to track and intensity
guidance by going with the scenario of a 50-kt storm
moving along or just inland from the coast of Nova
Scotia.
This was suggested by the GEM, the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory model (GFDL,
Bender and Ginis 2000) (see Fig. 10) and an in-house
experimental hurricane model using a weak cyclone
bogus for initial conditions. A landfalling tropical cyclone
of 50 knots typically brings inland gusts to 50 knots or
more, which is the threshold for wind warnings in this
region. Wind and heavy rainfall warnings were issued
for Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and parts of
southern New Brunswick. In addition, tropical storm
warnings were posted for many regions. This was the
first time that tropical-type warnings were used in
Canada, which generated extra media attention. In
hindsight, traditional rainfall warnings would have
sufficed given the actual track and extratropical state of
the storm.
During the morning of 17 September it became
apparent that Ophelia was moving faster and farther
east than expected. The forecast track was moved just
off the coast of Nova Scotia, but most weather warnings
were retained with the expectation that there may be
some modest reintensification in the weakly baroclinic
environment. That behavior was suggested by the GEM
and GFDL models, which had been resolving the storm
quite adequately up until that time. The strongest winds
remained well offshore to the right of the storm’s motion,
so Ophelia would probably had to have tracked over
central or northern Nova Scotia for some of those winds
to be experienced.
By the time forecasters realized the winds with this
system were not going to materialize, it was “too late” the media had already been running full speed ahead
with their story of a nasty wind and rain storm forecast
to hit Nova Scotia.
In hindsight, the forecast rationale during this event
was reasonable and justifiable.
Specific lessons
learned from this storm are summarized below:
1.

Forecasters should be aware of the known
westward bias in the GEM model for storms
undergoing ET. More study is needed on this.

More analyses and information on this storm are
available at: http://projects.novaweather.net/work.html
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